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A set S c C* is sparse if there is a polynomial p such that the number of strings in S of 
length at most n is at most p(n). All known NP-complete sets, such as SAT, are polynomial- 
time isomorphic and are not sparse. The main result of this paper is that if there is a sparse 
NP-complete set under polynomial-time many-one reductions, then P= NP. We also show 
that if there is a sparse NP-complete set under polynomial-time Turing reductions, then the 
polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to A:. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Berman and Hartmanis [Z] showed that all known NP-complete sets are P- 
isomorphic, i.e., between any two NP-complete sets there are polynomial-time one-to- 
one and onto reductions with polynomial-time computable inverses. This led them to 
conjecture that all NP-complete sets are P-isomorphic. The conjecture implies 
P # NP. Another consequence of the conjecture is that all NP-complete sets have 
similar density (where the density of a set of strings is given by the function d(n) 
which is equal to the number of strings of length n in the set). Since the known NP- 
complete sets, such as SAT, the set of satisfiable Boolean formulas, have padding 
functions, they all have exponential density [2]. Thus, Berman and Hartmanis conjec- 
tured that no sparse set (i.e., a set with polynomially bounded density) could be NP- 
complete unless P = NP. 
Proving this conjecture gives indirect evidence that all NP-complete sets are P- 
isomorphic. It also shows, if P # NP, that even crudely classifying sets by density can 
help to determine which are NP-complete. 
On the other hand, there are startling consequences of assuming the existence of 
sparse NP-complete sets. The elements of a sparse set could be precomputed up to 
some given length and stored in a table; then to solve instances up to some 
appropriate length of an arbitrary NP-complete problem (such as “is FE SAT?“), 
one would compute a reduced value of the instance and look up that value in the 
table [2]. After the precomputation; solving each instance requires polynomial time. 
This is an example from a general class of nonuniform algorithms [ 121. The 
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efficient use of the algorithm requires an infinite amount of precomputed information; 
but a polynomially bounded amount of information is suffkient to solve all instances 
of a given length. We can formulate this more generally with Boolean circuits whose 
size is polynomially bounded in the length of the inputs [2, 121. Even if P f NP, such 
methods might allow solving NP-complete problems in practice. 
Berman [3] partially solved the sparseness conjecture by giving a tree-search 
method to show that if a set in a* (which is a fortiori, sparse) is NP-complete, then 
P = NP. He extended this to show that if a reduction of SAT maps all strings in C* 
to a sparse set, then P = NP. 
Fortune [6] clarified and strengthened this result in showing that if a coNP- 
complete set, such as SAT’, is reducible to a sparse set, then P = NP. No condition 
on the reduced values of the NP-complete set was imposed. Both Berman and 
Fortune used the conjunctive self-reducibility of coNP-complete sets (i.e., for 
unsatisfiable formulas that F(X, ,..., X,) is unsatisfiable if and only if F(X, =false, 
x z ,..., X,) and F(X, = true, X, ,..., X,,,) are both unsatisfiable) and the reduction of 
SATC to a sparse set to realize a polynomial-time algorithm for SAT. 
Meyer and Paterson [ 151 showed similar results and extensions of this method to 
almost polynomial-time (denoted APT) problems. They formulated very general tree- 
search methods and applied them to many problems in coNP. 
Census functions were introduced by Hartmanis and Mahaney [8] in an attempt to 
extend these results to sets in NP. The census c(n) of a set S c C* is the exact 
number of strings in S of length of at most n. They showed that if NP has a sparse- 
complete set with an easily computable census function, then NP = coNP; P = VP 
followed by Fortune’s theorem. The question of how easy it is to compute census 
functions for NP-complete sets was not answered but it was conjectured to be 
infeasible. 
In light of Fortune’s observation about coNP, the original conjecture of Berman 
and Hartmanis that the existence of a sparse NP-complete set implies P = NP seems 
temptingly close to a solution. However, the tree-search methods of [3, 6, 15 1 all 
combine the conjunctive self-reducibility of the coNP-complete problem, SAT’, and 
the reduction of a conjunctively self-reducible set to a sparse set in order to prune the 
tree search. Those techniques have not been adaptable to sets in NP. 
In this paper we shall settle the conjecture of Berman and Hartmanis by showing 
that if an NP-complete set is many-one reducible to a sparse set, then P = NP. Thus, 
determining the existence of a sparse complete set for NP is equivalent to solving the 
P = NP problem. 
We will see that guesses of the census function play a central role in the proof. We 
also show that P = NP implies that the census function of a sparse NP-complete set is 
computable in P. 
The corresponding question for Turing reductions is whether there might exist a 
sparse oracle for NP. Karp and Lipton with Sipser [ 121 recently showed that if NP 
has a sparse oracle, then the polynomial-time hierarchy [ 16, 191 is contained in Zg. 
We show that if such a sparse oracle is itself in NP, then the polynomial-time 
hierarchy collapses to A:. 
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Section 2 contains definitions and an outline of the tree-search method for showing 
that the existence of sparse complete set for CONP implies P = NP. Section 3 contains 
the main results; we shall assume familiarity with the tree-search methods. Section 4 
has a discussion of sparse oracles and Section 5 contains applications of these results 
and’open problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall give basic definitions, and state and prove a pertinent theorem from 
[3,6]. Our notations are standard [ 1, 5, 10, 111. We shall consider languages 
encoded over an alphabet Z of two or more symbols. If x is a string in Z*, we use (xl 
to denote the length of x. 
Our basic computational model is the multi-tape Turing machine (TM). An 
acceptor is a TM with a read-only input tape and a halting state that indicates accep- 
tance of the input. For M, a Turing machine, we shall use L(M) to denote the set of 
strings accepted. A transducer is a TM with read-only input tape and write-only 
output tape. 
If a TM has a single-valued transition function, then we say it is deterministic; 
otherwise we say it is nondeterministic. 
A TM, M has time complexity f(n) if for every input x of length n, M makes at 
most f(n) transitions on the input x. We can then define 
TIME[f(n)] = (A c C* 1 A is accepted by a deterministic 
TM with time complexity f(n)} 
and 
NTIME[f(n)] = {A c C* 1 A is accepted by a nondeterministic 
TM with time complexity f(n)}. 
Of particular interest are the classes P of sets in deterministic-polynomial time and 
NP of sets in nondeterministic-polynomial time: 
P = u TIME[n”] 
k>O 
and NP= U NTIME[nk]. 
k>O 
If A and B are subsets of C* we say that A is polynomial-time many-one reducible 
to B if there is a deterministic transducer M computing a function f(x), which runs in 
time p(n) for some polynomial p, and that satisfies for all x in C*, x E A, if and only 
if f(x) E B. 
A set C is NP-hard if for any set A in NP, A is polynomial-time many-one 
reducible to C. A set C is NP-complete if it is NP-hard and is a member of the class 
NP. 
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We shall discuss Turing reducibility and related matters in Section 4 where they 
are used. 
Notation. SAT will denote the set of satisfiable Boolean formulas encoded as a 
subset of ,?Y*. For S c Z* we use SC to denote the complement of S in Z*. For finite 
subsets A c Z*, we shall use ]A 1 to denote the cardinality of A. 
DEFINITION. A subset S of Z* is sparse if there is a polynomial p so that for 
each n the number of strings in S of length at most n is at most p(n). Other authors 
have called this P-sparse [2]. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a Boolean formula with variables X, ,..., X,. We say that F 
is se@reduced to the formulas F,, and F, which are formed from F by setting X, to 
false and true, respectively, and performing trivial simplifications (e.g., replace “Xi 
and true” with “Xi)‘). We shall assume that in our encoding of Boolean formulas F,, 
and F, have length no greater than the length of F. 
We say that SAT’ is conjunctively self-reducible since a formula F is unsatisfiable 
if and only if both F, and F, are unsatisfiable [6, 15 1. 
We restate the following theorem (cf. [3,6, 151) and sketch the proof. The search 
method used to prove Theorem 2.1 was introduced by Berman in [3 ]. 
THEOREM 2.1. If SAT’ is many-one reducible to a sparse set, then P = NP. 
ProoJ Let L be a reduction of SAT so that SATC is reduced to a sparse set S and 
let F be a formula whose satisfiability is to be decided. We search a binary tree 
formed from self-reductions of F: F is at the root; a formula G occurring in the tree 
will have offspring G, and G,, the self reductions defined above. The leaves will 
simplify to true or false. 
If the formula F has m variables, then the tree will have 2”+’ - 1 nodes. We 
perform a depth-first search of this tree using the sparse set to prune the search. The 
search will either find a satisfying assignment or determine that none exists. If a leaf 
with formula true is found, then the path from the root to that leaf corresponds to a 
satisfying assignment, If no leaf has formula true, then the formula is unsatisfiable. 
During the search we maintain a table of values, L(G), where G occurs in the 
search tree and is known to be unsatisfiable. We call these values “labels.” Since 
L(SAT’) c S, when we determine that a label, L(G), is in S, we will not need to 
search for satisfying assignments below any other node with the same label. 
As each node G is encountered during the search we compute the label L(G). We 
infer that certain labels are in S by the following: 
(a) L(false) is clearly in S; 
(b) if L(G,) and L(G,) are in the table, then L(G) is also in S by the 
conjunctive self-reducibility of unsatisfiable formulas. 
Each label determined by these two rules to be in S is placed in the table. 
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The depth-first search to determine satisfiability of F is pruned by not searching 
below a node whose label is in the table (and, thus, in S). The search is stopped when 
either a leaf with formula true is found or when L(F) is found to be in S. In the first 
case F is satisfiable; in the second, since L(F) is in S, F is unsatisfiable. 
Since the algorithm takes a polynomial number of steps at each node to compute a 
reduction and look up values in a table, we can establish that the algorithm is in 
deterministic polynomial time by the following lemma that bounds the number of 
nodes searched. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F be a formula with m variables. Let p bound the density of S 
and let q be a monotonic polynomial bounding the increases in length under the 
reduction L. Then the algorithm above visits at most 
m + m x MIFIH 
interior nodes. 
Proof [6, 151. If G and G’ are two unsatisfiable formulas with the same label 
(i.e., L(G) = L(G’)) occurring in the interior (i.e., not as leaves) of the pruned search 
tree, then they must be on the same branch from the root. Otherwise, one formula, 
say G, would be searched first; its label L(G) would be determined to be in S; and 
the depth first search would not go below G’, contradicting the assumption that G’ is 
not a leaf. 
Thus, the number of distinct paths from the root to unsatisfiable interior nodes is 
bounded by the number of values in S that L(G) can take, which is at most p(q(jF1)). 
Since the tree has height m, there are at most m X p(q(1 FI)) interior nodes with labels 
in S. A satisfying assignment might visit at most another m interior nodes in the 
search. This completes the proofs of the lemma and the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Note that the algorithm uses the sparse set of labels to reduce the number of 
unsatisfiable formulas to be searched. The algorithm, however, makes no assumptions 
about the density of L(SAT). 
3. SOLUTION OF THE SPARSENESS CONJECTURE 
We shall now prove our main result. 
THEOREM 3.1. If NP has a sparse complete set, then P = NP. 
We will also show that if NP has a sparse hard set, then P = NP. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that S is a sparse NP-complete set under 
polynomial-time many-one reductions. 
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DEFINITION. The census of S is the function c(n) which is the number of strings 
in S of length at most n; i.e., 
c(n)=ISn(A +X)“I 
For the set S, let p(n) be a polynomial upper bound on c(n); i.e., c(n) < p(n) for all 
n. We further assume we are given a nondeterministic polynomial-time acceptor for 
S. The proof is presented in three parts: 
(A) We ‘define a “pseudo-complement” of S that incorporates guesses of the 
census as part of the input. We observe, in Lemma 3.2, that the pseudo-complement 
is in NP and that “guessing” the correct census permits recognizing SC in nondeter- 
ministic polynomial time. 
(B) Using the NP-completeness of S, we construct labeling functions L,+, for 
formulas up to length n. These functions also incorporate guesses (k = c(n)?) of the 
census of S. For the correct census, the functions reduce small formulas in SAT’ to 
the sparse set S. 
(C) Finally, we modify the tree-search algorithm of Theorem 2.1 to try the 
labeling function L,,, for all reasonable guesses of the census. This modified search 
determines satistiability of a formula and runs in deterministic polynomial time. 
We begin by constructing a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M 
to accept a set L(M) that we call the “pseudo-complement” of S. This pseudo- 
complement is based on a nondeterministic-enumeration technique: s E SC if and only 
if a machine can guess the small elements of S and check that s is not among them 
(see [S, 9, 14 ] for the use of this method if the census is known). The important 
properties of this set are stated in Lemma 3.2. 
The inputs to M are s, a string which is a candidate to belong to S’; k, a guess of 
the census c(n); and #“, a padding that both indicates n and ensures that the 
procedure operates in nondeterministic polynomial time. 
We define M by the following procedure: 
M(s, k, #“): 
begin 
Reject if IsI > n or k > p(n). 
Guess strings s, ,..., sk 
of length at most IZ, all distinct. 
Verify that each si is in S 
and different from string s. 
end. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Is(< n and k <p(n). Then on input (s, k, #“) the machine M 
will 
(a) accept if k < c(n); 
(b) reject if k > c(n); and 
(c) if k = c(n), then M accepts if and only 17 s E SC. 
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Proof of Lemma. We show (c). If M accepts, then it will have enumerated the 
elements of S up to length n, verified that they belong to S, and shown that s is 
distinct from them. Since k is the true census. M accepts if and only ifs is not in S. 
Q.E.D. 
Intuitively, for the correct guess k = c(n), M is a recognizer of SC. Moreover, M 
accepts its language in nondeterministic polynomial time. Note that the input #” in a 
padded form is needed to ensure this since ]s 1 + 1 kl may be less than n, but the 
algorithm guesses and verifies up to p(n) elements of S. 
Next we construct the labeling functions required to prune the tree searches. The 
following discussion shows how such functions are constructed from the sparse NP- 
complete set S and many-one reductions of L(M) to S and of SAT to S. 
Since L(M) is in NP and S is NP-complete, there is a polynomial-time many-one 
reduction of the pseudo-complement to S 
g: L(M)-, S 
and a monotonic polynomial q, so that inputs to M of length n are reduced to strings 
of length at most q(n) [5, 111. Similarly, for the NP-complete problem SAT, there is a 
polynomial-time many-one reduction 
h:SAT+S 
and a monotonic polynomial r bounding the increase in length. 
Let F of length m be a Boolean formula whose satisfiability is to be decided and let 
n = r(m). Then for any formula F’ occurring in the tree of all self reductions of F we 
have 
IW’I < WI) < @‘I) = r(m) = n 
since IF’/ < IFI. 
Recall that we want the labeling function to map SATC to the sparse set S. 
Certainly, h(SATC) c SC. Then, if k = c(n) we have, by Lemma 3.2, that 
g(h(SATC n (_4 + Zy), k, #“) c S 
since g reduces the pseudo-complement of S to S. The diagram summarizes this: 
SAT’ n (-4 + X)m + (SC, c(n), #“) -+ S. 
Since we do not know the true census, we incorporate guesses of it into a set of 
labeling functions. We define for each n and each k <p(n) 
L,,,(F’) = MF’), k, #“) 
which will be a labeling function. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let F, m, and n be as above and let F’ be a formula occurring in the 
tree of self reductions. Then 
(a) L,,,(F’) uses computation time bounded by a polynomial in m, 
(b) for k = c(n), F’ is unsatisfiable tf and only tf L,,,(F’) is in S, and 
L j;)/;,; = c(n), th e unsatisfiable formulas of length at most m are mapped by 
n.k 
p(4P +  c’ WW < M3n)) 
distinct strings of S where c’ is a constant depending only on p. 
Proof (a) is immediate since the labeling function is composed from 
polynomial-time reductions. (b) follows from the discussion above. For (c) observe 
that 
2n + c’ log(n) < 3n 
is a bound on the length of (h(F’), k, #“). Applying pq gives an upper bound on the 
census of strings in S that the triple could map onto. Q.E.D. 
The last step of proving Theorem 3.1. modifies the tree-search method. If we knew 
c(n) we could simply perform the search with L,,cCnJ. We only know, however, that a 
suitable value for k exists. The modified search algorithm tries L,., for all k <p(n). 
For certain values of k, the tree search may attempt to visit too many nodes. 
Lemma 3.3~ and Lemma 2.2 give a polynomial bound on the number of nodes that 
must be visited: if the search exceeds this number, then k # c(n). 
Let F be a Boolean formula of length m and n = r(m). Then the following 
algorithm determines the satisliability of F and runs in deterministic polynomial time: 
begin 
For k = 0 to p(r(m)) do 
Execute the depth-first search using 
labeling function L,,,(F’) 
at each node F’ encountered 
in the pruned search tree. 
If a leaf with formula true is found, 
then halt. (F is satisfiable} 
If a tree search visits more than 
m + m x p(q(3r(m))) interior nodes, 
then halt the search for this k. 
end; 
(F is not satisfiable} 
end. 
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The algorithm clearly runs in polynomial time since the loop is executed at most 
p(r(m)) times and each iteration of the loop visits at most a polynomial (in m) 
number of nodes. At each node visited, evaluating L,,, requires polynomial time. 
The following lemma establishes the correctness of the algorithm: 
LEMMA 3.4. If F is satisfiable, then for k = c(r(m)) the search will find a 
satisfying assignment. If F is unsatisfiable, then no value of k will yield a satisfying 
assignment. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, k = c(r(m)) gives a labeling function that maps the 
unsatisfiable formulas of length at most m to a polynomially bounded set. 
Theorem 2.1. shows that the depth first search will find a satisfying assignment 
visiting at most 
m + m x P(q(34m))) 
internal nodes. The second statement is obvious. Q.E.D. 
The correctness of this polynomial-time decision procedure for SAT completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
It is interesting to note that we have not computed the census: a satisfying 
assignment might be found with any number of k’s. Similarly, if no satisfying 
assignment exists, many of the trees could be searched but the tree with k = c(r(m)) is 
not distinguished. 
Note also that our construction assumes that we know p, the polynomial bound on 
the census of S and the reductions g and h. If we are not given these, we have only 
shown the existence of an algorithm to decide satisfiability in polynomial time. 
The method of conducting many tree searches parallels the uniform-algorithm 
technique of Karp and Lipton [ 121. Karp, Lipton and Kannan show that if SAT 
could be accepted in deterministic polynomial time with log( )-advice, then P = NP. 
The census function might be compared to a log( )-advisor to the polynomial infor- 
mation in the set S. 
It is not necessary to assume that S is NP-complete: just that S is NP-hard. 
LEMMA 3.5. If S is sparse and NP-hard, then there is a set S# that is sparse and 
NP-complete. 
Proof: By a simple padding technique we construct S# in NP. Let J SAT -+ S be 
a polynomial-time many-one reduction and let # be a new symbol. Define 
S# = (f (F)#’ ) F E SAT and t = max(O, 1 FJ - ) f (F)I)). 
Define f#: SAT + S# by 
f#(F) = f (F)#’ 
where t = max(0, IFI -If(F) 
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Since each element of length n in S# is a padded element of S of length < n, n 
times the census of S is an upper bound on the census of SR; hence S# is sparse. 
The mapping f# clearly reduces SAT to S#. Membership of s in S# is verified by 
guessing a satisfiable Boolean formula of length at most Is] that reduces to s by f#. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If an NP-complete set is polynomial-time many-one reducible to 
a sparse set, then P = NP. 
Lastly we remark that the census, c(n), of a sparse NP-complete set is computable 
in polynomial time disproving a conjecture of Hartmanis and Mahaney 181. The 
technique we use is an enumeration of the elements of the sparse set. Whether census 
functions of arbitrary NP-complete sets can be easily computed is not settled by these 
methods. 
Indeed, the elements up to length n of any sparse set S in NP can be enumerated 
by a nondeterministic polynomial-time process that guesses each element symbol by 
symbol until it has constructed all the elements up to the given length. 
Assume Z= {O, 1). Let s, ,..., sk be distinct elements in S of length at most n and 
let p be the prefix of a new distinct element in S of length at most n. Clearly, to 
decide if p0 or pl is the prefix of a new distinct element in S of length at most n is a 
problem in NP. Furthermore, given s ,,..., sk as above, deciding if there are no more 
distinct elements of S of length at most n is a problem in coNP. 
If S is sparse and NP-complete, then P = NP = coNP by Theorem 3.3 so, by 
repeatedly constructing prefixes of new elements as above and testing whether all 
elements are constructed, we can enumerate the elements of S. We have proved 
COROLLARY 3.1. If NP has a sparse-complete set S, then the census of S is 
computable in deterministic polynomial time. 
4. SPARSE ORACLES FOR NP 
We shall now examine the consequences of having sparse oracles for NP. One 
motivation for studying sparse sets is to determine if “a small amount of infor- 
mation” could help to solve problems in NP. This is the basis, for example, of 
nonuniform algorithms studied by Karp and Lipton [ 121. Theorem 3.1 asserts that if 
the information is given as a many-one reduction to a sparse set, then P = NP. For 
other reducibilities (e.g., reductions to oracles) the known consequences are not as 
strong. We will need the following definitions to make these notions precise: 
An oracle Turing machine is a TM, M, with a special query tape such that when M 
is run with oracle C c Z* (denoted MC), it may write a string on the query tape and 
enter a special query state. The next state will be one of q,es or qno depending on 
whether the queried string is in C or not. For more details see [lo]. We define L(MC) 
as before. 
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The set A is polynomial-time Turing reducible to B (written A <‘, B) if there is a 
deterministic polynomial-time oracle TM, M, such that A = L(MB). We will say that 
NP has a sparse oracle if SAT (or any other NP-complete set) is polynomial-time 
Turing reducible to a sparse set. 
The polynomial-time hierarchy of Meyer and Stockmeyer [ 16, 191 generalizes NP 
in a natural way. We define 
+l+A;=P 
and for all i > 0 we define 
Cy = {A 1 is accepted in nondeterministic polynomial 
time by a TM with an oracle from Cr_ , }, 
Z7: = complements of sets in Cp, and 
A; = {A 1 A is accepted in deterministic polynomial 
time by a TM with an oracle from CT_, }. 
Observe that ET = NP and that li’: = coNP. 
It is not known if these classes form a true hierarchy. If, however, for some i > 0, 
we have .?YT = @ (or A:_ 1 = Cf’), then for all k > i we have Zp = .?Yi = n{ (or, 
respectively, A;_ L = ,?li = IZ:). 
Finally, we say that the set A c EC* has polynomial-size circuits if there is a family 
of circuits, C,, made of and, or, and not gates such that for every n, C, recognizes 
A nZ”, and there is a polynomial p such that p(n) bounds the size of C,. We will 
say that NP has polynomial-size circuits if SAT (or any other NP-complete set) does. 
Meyer [2, 15) has shown that the existence of a sparse oracle for NP is equivalent 
to the existence of polynomial-size circuits to solve problems in NP. Thus, sparse 
oracles (or polynomial-size circuits) seem to be a natural and very general encoding 
of “a small amount of information” to solve problems in NP. 
Karp and Lipton with Sipser have recently shown [ 121 
THEOREM 4.1. If NP has polynomial-size circuits (or a sparse oracle), then the 
polynomial-time hierarchy is contained in EC. 
Since Turing reductions are more general than many-one reductions this result has 
a weaker hypothesis than Theorem 3.1. as well as a weaker conclusion. 
It is known that if a sparse oracle for NP exists, then a sparse oracle for NP will 
exist in Z; (see the construction in [2]). We can show a slightly stronger conclusion 
assuming the sparse oracle is in NP. 
THEOREM 4.2. If NP has a sparse complete set S under polynomial-time Turing 
reductions (i.e., a sparse oracle for NP that is itself in NP), then the polynomial-time 
hierarchy is contained in A;. 
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Proof: Suppose the set A is in Zc. We construct a Ai recognizer for A, thus 
proving the result. Since A is in Cc we may assume we have a nondeterministic oracle 
Turing machine M that recognizes A in polynomial time q(n) using the oracle S. On 
an input x of size n, M interrogates strings in the oracle S of size at most q(n). 
We shall give an algorithm to enumerate the elements of S of size up to q(n). Then 
we can incorporate a table of these elements into the input to a nondeterministic 
polynomial-time Turing machine M’ which simulates M by interrogating the table 
instead of an oracle. 
Assume that s, ,..., sk are distinct elements of S of size at most q(n), and that p is a 
prefix of a new element s of S of size at most q(n). Since S in NP, the following 
recognition problems have nondeterministic time complexity uniformly bounded by a 
polynomial in n. 
(a) (#“, s1 ,..., Sk, P): 
p is in S and distinct from the sI)s 
(b) (#“, SI,..., sk?P, 6): 
b is in Z and 
pb is a prefix of a string in S 
which is of size at most q(n) 
and is distinct from the sts. 
The following problem is in coNP: 
(c) (#“, s, ,-.., Sk): 
for every string x of size at most q(n) either 
x is among the sI(s or x is not in S. 
By repeatedly solving instances of problems (a) and (b) the distinct elements of S 
of size at most q(n) can be enumerated. Problem (c) is used to determine when the 
enumeration is completed. Since S is sparse, the entire enumeration can be done in 
deterministic-polynomial time with an oracle from NP. 
We now consider the set 
B= ((x,s I ,..., sk) 1 M accepts x using oracle {s, ,..., sk}}. 
Clearly, since M runs in nondeterministic-polynomial time with oracle S, we have 
B E NP. Let M’ be a nondeterministic polynomial-time acceptor of B. 
Now, to decide membership of x in A, we enumerate the sparse oracle: s, ,..., sk, up 
to size q(n) and test if (x, s ,,..., sk) is in B. The entire procedure is in deterministic 
polynomial time with oracle SAT; hence, the set A is in A;. Q.E.D. 
In a related vein, Long [ 13 ] has shown that the existence of a cosparse Turing- 
complete set for NP implies the same consequences for the polynomial-time 
hierarchy. 
It is an important open problem to determine if the existence of polynomial-size 
circuits for NP implies stronger consequences such as P = NP or NP = coNP. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
We have examined the consequences of the existence of sparse NP-complete sets 
under both . many-one and Turing polynomial-time reductions. Under many-one 
reductions, a sparse NP(or coNP)-complete set implies P = NP. These results were 
recently applied by Simon and Mahaney [ 181 to the classes #P [20] and k-NP or 
probabilistic polynomial time [ 7, 171. They show that if problems from these classes 
or complements of such problems are reducible to sparse sets, then those problems 
are solvable in deterministic polynomial time. These results give evidence that 
problems from these interesting classes will not be reducible to sparse sets. 
The known consequences of having sparse oracles for NP (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2) 
are not as strong. 
There are several interesting open problems concerning sparse sets: 
(1) Can Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 be strengthened? Could we conclude P = NP or 
NP = CONP? 
(2) If ISO, the graph-isomorphism problem, is reducible to a sparse set, is it 
then in P? It is known [ 151 that if ISO’ is sparse reducible, then it is in P. Similar 
results are known for integer factoring. The proof of Theorem 3.1 does not adapt to 
these problems since it makes strong use of reducing L(M) to the sparse set. 
(3) Determine the consequences of sparse sets for other classes such as 
nondeterministic log-tape and random-polynomial time. 
(4) Can there be sparse sets in NP - P which are not complete? Book et al. 
[4] have studied inclusion-complete tally languages for NP; the existence of such 
languages has strong consequences for the P = NP and EXPTIME = NDEXPTIME 
questions. Sparse sets in NP -P might not have such consequences; no such sets are 
known to exist. 
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